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建、山西等地企业进行了问卷调查， 终获得 145 家企业的有效问卷数据；然后，




































This thesis, with the subject of competitive strategic alliances investigated, based 
on inter-organizational theory and strategic alliance theory, studies the relationships 
among alliance environment (specifically trust, information sharing, relational norms, 
inter-dependence,uncertainty and fit degree), coordination mechanism and 
cooperative effect, and studies the relationship between cooperative effect and 
bargaining power. 
Firstly, conceptual model and questionnaire are formed based on literature 
research. Secondly, take the enterprises in Fujian Province, Shanxi Province et al. as 
the matrixes, and adopt an empirical study on about 130 enterprises by questionnaire 
investigation. Then use SPSS 17.0 to do validity and reliability analysis, and test the 
hypotheseswith AMOS5.0. 
The results demonstrate that trust, relational norms,inter-dependence and fit 
degree have the significant positive effect on non- procedural degree of coordination 
mechanism, however, information and uncertainty, no effect. Five of six dimensions 
of alliance environment all have significant effect on cooperative effect except 
uncertainty. Non-procedural coordination mechanism has significant effect on 
cooperative effect and cooperative effect has significant effect on bargaining power. 
With the further research, it is clear that trust, information sharing, relational 
norms, inter-dependence and fit degree affect remarkably three of the dimensions of 
cooperative effect-knowledge transformation, market competitiveness and business 
performance, however, uncertainty has significant effect on knowledge transformation 
and business performance, but not on market competitiveness. 
Some suggestions, combined with the actual situation of steel industry and 
research conclusions, are proposed for the development of steel industry in this thesis. 
The results of this research make certain contributions to the improvement of 
inter-organizational coordination and strategic alliance theory, provide a new 
perspective to the research of competitive strategic alliances, and have a certain 
















to improve bargaining power in the negotiations through co-opetition, the results we 
get in this thesis are beneficial for the spreading of co-opetition strategy in business. 
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第 1 章  绪论 
1.1 问题提出 








































且从 1985 年开始，加入联盟的企业以年均 25%的速度在增长，到 2000 年，联盟
数量已达到 10,200 个（Schifrin,2001）[8]。2001 年时全球 500 强公司平均有 60
个战略联盟（Harrison,2001）[9]。发达国家包括美国、欧盟、日本等越来越青睐
于战略联盟，并从战略联盟中受益颇多。据统计，美国 1000 强公司的收入中，
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